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Preface and Problem Statement

This project is being completed as part of the 2015 Indianapolis CityCorps Fellowship 

program. At the beginning of the project, a problem statement was drafted to describe 

the need for this work:

Communicating progress to stakeholders is a critical part of any project. As Plan 

2020 implementation partners start to complete work leading up to Indianapolis’ 

bicentennial, it is critical that they share their progress with the city. This project 

will identify what types of progress-related information are relevant to stakeholders 

and explore ways to successfully deliver this information in a useful, usable, and 

enjoyable way. This research will drive the design and implementation of a new 

online Plan 2020 Implementation Dashboard. The Dashboard will be easy to update 

and will allow Plan 2020 to consistently publish progress updates throughout the 

entirety of the program.

The following document will outline a user-centered design process that was used to 

solve this stated problem. This project will culminate in launch of a new Plan2020.com 

featuring the implementation dashboard.
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Part I

User definition, site map, 
content organization,  
and competitive analysis
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Overview

Plan 2020, in their own words, “is a strategic planning initiative forging a compelling 

future for Indianapolis. The plan is a collaboration between the Greater Indianapolis 

Progress Committee, Department of Metropolitan Development, Department of Public 

Works, the Indy Chamber, and community leaders to make Indianapolis a better place 

to live, work and visit.”

As Plan 2020 enters the implementation phase of their agenda, they need to create a 

more robust website to share their bicentennial plan and its implementation progress 

with the Indianapolis community. To achieve this, a new website will be developed 

that features an Implementation Dashboard. This Dashboard will showcase Partners  

(governmental or community organizations) and Actions that are being completed in 

relation to the strategic plan. To do this well, the new site must be designed from the 

perspective of it’s various users.

The first section outlines the planning and initial design of the new Plan2020.com. The 

information in the following sections have been compiled after many conversations 

with the Plan 2020 team and a deep analysis of the site’s content and user goals. The 

first part of this document provides an overview of the type of users that will use the 

site, the content that needs to be available on the site, and an analysis of how the users 

will access the content. Next, recommendations are made on how the bicentennial 

plan should be organized and presented to users. This is done through a site map, page 

wireframes, and theme icon development. Lastly, an overview of insights learned from 

analysis of Plan 2020’s “competitors” is presented.

The section provides an overview of how the site will be visually designed. Plan 2020 

branding, usability, and user goals were guiding factors in this process. This project will 

continue to be implemented through the remainder of the 2015 calendar year. In the 

next phase, the site will be developed and tested to ensure it’s success.
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Amy Burns
Executive, Plan 2020 implementation partner organization

Goals: 
• Share progress of specific actions.
• Build name recognition as a civic-minded organization.
• Make new connections with other partners.

Matt Flanders
Resident, Indianapolis

Goals:
• Read about actions/issues that important to him.
• Get in touch with partner organizations.
• Share information about the plan or actions with his social circle.

Brooke Thomas
Co-Manager, Plan 2020

Goals:
• Easily update content on Plan2020.com.
• Use the site to highlight success stories or build new partnerships.
• Share status of actions as they are updated.

User personas

Personas are used the describe the characteristics and goals of a website’s users. They 

are a useful tool that put a real face on an abstract user group and remind stakeholders 

of the expectations and goals for the site. The new Plan2020.com will be used by a few 

specific types of users which are outlined below. 
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Content structure to support user goals

The primary goals of this site are to publish the strategic plan, enable users to 

understand its specific actions, and publicize the partners that are working on those 

actions. With this in mind, there are two foundational types of content on the site: 

Actions and Partners. Users will navigate the plan through one or both of these 

elements. However, the relationship between these two elements is complicated. To 

make it easier for users to understand the relationship between the plan, its actions, and 

the partners, this content needs to be carefully presented. Before describing how these 

elements will be linked on the site, an overview of each of them will be described below.

The Plan and its Actions
The Plan is basically a set of nested data. At the topmost level, the plan is broken down 

into Themes. Themes are broad, complex categories which need to be addressed from 

multiple fronts. Each Theme is divided into a set of more actionable divisions called 

Strategies. Each Strategy is then broken down into Actions, the smallest unit of the 

Plan. Actions are smaller, measurable tasks that will impact the Strategy and, in turn, the 

Theme. An example of the relationship between these levels is provided below.

Theme  Neighborhoods

Strategy  Implement a planning an public strategy to identify locations   

   and guide the development of new urban nodes and villages.

Action    Conduct a development suitability analysis to 

    determine where village potential exists, including   

    market demand, parcel size and availability, viability of   

    adjacent neighborhoods, and non-residential land uses.

Action data
Each Action will have several pieces of data associated with it to help a user understand 

its relation to the broader strategic plan and its progress. This data includes: associated 

Theme, associated Strategy, start date, completion date, status update text, status 

update date, and progress toward completion (presented as a %). The status update 

and progress will be updated manually by Plan 2020.
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Content structure, continued

Partners
Many partnerships have been established to help realize the Plan. There are two tiers of 

partners associated with the plan: Managing Partners and Action Partners. Managing 

Partners are more actively involved and may be managing supplementary Action 

Partners. The relationship between these parties, Plan 2020, and GIPC is complex and 

should be simplified when presented to the users. To do this, all partners will be labeled 

as simply ‘Action Partners’ or just ‘Partners’.

Just like Actions, Partners will have data associated with them to help users learn more 

about their organization and relationship to the bicentennial plan. This data includes: 

organization name, organization abbreviation, mission statement, primary contact 

name and email, URL, logo, and linked Actions.

Linked content
As mentioned above, users will navigate the Plan via either Action or Partner. To help 

them make sense of this information, we will link these two elements together. Because 

of the size and complexity of The Plan, users will likely use Themes as the primary way 

to identify relevant information. A user can browse the Plan via the Theme/Strategy/

Action structure. In this view, each Action will have a linked primary Partner. If the user 

is interested in learning more about the progress of the action, they will click through to 

see the Action on the Partner page.

Users can also navigate via Partners. On the Partner directory page, users can view the 

global list of Action Partners and see which Themes they are working within. Users can 

facet the list according to Themes. Once they click on a partner, they will be taken to the 

Partner Page to see details about the organization, contact information, and progress 

about each of their associated Actions.

Additional Content
There is a variety of other content that will be available on Plan2020.com. Outside of 

the Bicentennial Plan and Partner pages, this project will also address the Home page 

and an About page.
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HOME

BICENTENNIAL  
PLAN

ABOUT

PARTNER
DIRECTORY

PARTNERSPARTNERS
PARTNER 

PAGES

Home page  /index.html

A temporary landing page will be designed that allows 

users to access the plan and partner list.

Bicentennial Plan  /plan

This page is an organized, nested, static list of the plan 

themes and individual action items. It helps the users 

get acquainted with the overall plan and how individual 

actions fit into the bigger picture.

About  /about

An overview of the history and structure of Plan 2020 and 

the Bicentennial Plan.

Partners  /partners &  /partners/OrgName.html

The Partner Directory will provide a sortable list of the 

action partners. Partners will be listed in alphabetic 

order, or plan theme. When the user selects a partner, 

they will be taken to a new page that is dedicated to that 

partner. The partner pages will include an overview of the 

organization, contact information, a status update, and a 

progress meter for each of their action items.

Future sections
This new site will replace www.plan2020.com. 

Supplementary content about the program will be 

available on this site but is out of scope for this project.

Site map

The diagram below shows how primary pages of this site will be  

organized, hierarchically.

PARTNERSPARTNERS
FUTURE

SECTIONS
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THE PLAN
PARTNER 

DIRECTORY

HOME HOMEINTERNET  
AT LARGE

INTERNET  
AT LARGE

PARTNER 
PAGE

Interested in a theme Identify Partner of interest

Affiliation 
with Partner

Locate theme, Browse strategies Locate partner

Browse related actions 

Identify Action of interest,click to see 
progress

Contact Partner to  
become involved

Review progress of actions that Partner 
is undertaking

Share status of action

OR OR OR

User workflows

There are two primary, interconnected workflows that users will follow when using 

Plan2020.com. Each workflow starts will a different goal. One is initiated by interest 

in the broad themes that the plan addresses. The second is initiated by knowledge of 

a specific partner’s involvement. Ideally, both workflows will direct users to continue 

browsing plan action and partners once they have accomplished their initial goal.

Action-centric workflow                   Partner-centric workflow
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Wireframes

The following section contains wireframes for each of the primary pages on the website 

(see Site Map). Wireframes provide a basic layout of a webpage. They document 

what content—navigation, links, text, etc—should be available, and where it should be 

located, in order for the page to meet user needs.

On the next few page, you will find wireframes for:

• Bicentennial Plan - Initial State

• Bicentennial Plan - Filtered by status

• Partner Directory - Initial State

• Partner Directory - Filtered by theme

• Partner Page
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Wireframe - Bicentennial Plan - Initial state

Navigation that allows a 
user to jump to a specific 
theme.

Toggle to filter actions 
according to their status

Theme section header. 
Provides brief overview 
of theme.

Strategy. Each strategy 
is collapsible to show 
or hide corresponding 
actions.

Action

Each action has a noted 
Partner and a link to their 
Partner Page.

Indication that a status  
is complete.

Collapsed strategy.  
(actions hidden)
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Wireframe - Bicentennial Plan - Action filtered by status

Actions filtered by  
complete status

Actions that do not 
match the status filter 
are visually desaturated. 
Links to the partner page 
are still active, they just 
appear grayed-out.
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Wireframe - Partner Directory - Initial State

Theme filter menu. Users 
can select themes they 
are interested in seeing 
here to control which 
partners are shown to 
the right.

By default, all partners 
are shown in alphabetical 
order. Clicking on their 
name links to their  
Partner Page.

Each theme that a 
partner is associated 
with is displayed under 
their name. A partner 
becomes associated 
with a theme if they are 
working on an action 
within that theme.
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Wireframe - Partner Directory - Filtered by theme

When a theme is select-
ed, only partners that 
have an action in that 
theme will display.

If a partner is associated 
with multiple themes, 
it will still display when 
the intended theme is 
selected.
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Wireframe - Partner Page

Organization’s mission 
statement

Themes associated with 
organization.

Contact info for primary 
contact.

Actions which 
organization is listed 
as primary partner are 
listed in this section.

Progress on action 
(manually entered by 
Plan 2020).

Each action has a status 
update associated with 
it (manually updated by 
Plan 2020).

A share button let’s a 
user share the status 
of this action on either 
Twitter or Facebook.

Start and completion 
dates help the user make 
sense of the completion 
status. 
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Suggested plan themes and icons

The full strategic plan is large and multi-faceted. To help the users parse the density of 

the plan on the site, I propose that we continue to visually cluster the plan’s themes into 

the Indy2020 Committees. Additionally, each theme should have a distinct, clear title 

and icon to help users understand its content while browsing through the full list.

CHOOSE SERVE

WORK

THRIVE

CONNECT

LOVE

Education

Neighborhoods

Cultural Destinations

Corporate Civic Engagement

Residential Civic Engagement

Business Growth & Startups

Economic Mobility

Workforce Development

Health

Resilience

Public Safety

Freight

Greenways

Open Data

Transportation 

Discover Indy

Third Places

Design
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Competitive Analysis

Any time a new website is created, it is important to understand the competitive 

landscape that the site will enter. While Plan 2020 doesn’t have traditional competitors, 

users will compare the visual and experiential elements of the site to other government 

initiatives sites, community development corporation sites, and more generally, other 

digital dashboards. In the following section, examples from each of these categories will 

be analyzed to ensure that Plan2020.com will be ahead of the curve.

Takeaways from the analysis
• The existence of comprehensive plans appears to be rare (or extremely  

difficult to find).

• Discoverability of any strategic plan and their actions is low. Once found, the 

user often has to download a PDF to review the plan and progress instead of 

being able to review it on the site.

• Generally, good visual design is of low priority on governmental sites but,  

when utilized, greatly improves the site.

• Community development corporations are more likely to utilize good visual 

design and site organization. Generally, they describe actions in a more public-

friendly way (both textually and organizationally).

Insights that should be incorporated into Plan2020.com
• Plan actions should be filterable/sortable based on the user’s specific interest 

in the plan themes or partners.

• The diversity of collaboration on Plan2020 and the various connections needed 

to work on it should be visible wherever possible. This level of  collaboration 

appears to be rare.

• Clean, modern visual design will help Plan 2020 and Indianapolis stand out 

compared to other cities.

• Accessibility, usability, and legibility should be a high priority.

• The use of icons to can make it easier for users to understand and navigate 

plan themes.

• Design should be responsive to appropriately reformat for any screen size.
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www.impactaustin.org

INSIGHTS

  Clean presentation of information with contemporary aesthetic.
  Projects easily filtered by date or type.
  Large images to show projects in action.
  Clear actions to get involved/volunteer.
  Succinct but useful overview of projects and their impact.
  Design is responsive (works well on mobile/tablet/desktop computers).
  Only display project on site once completed (no in-progress status).
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louiestat.louisvilleky.gov/

INSIGHTS

  Clean, legible design.
  Binary status indicators (goal met or not).
  Design not responsive (desktop only).
  Status reports are only available via download-able PDF.
  Conservative aesthetic.
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www.nashville.gov/Government/NashvilleNext
Note: NashvilleNext appears to be in its very early stages. A permanent web presence has 
not been established yet but the documentation for the program is relevant to Plan 2020.

INSIGHTS

  Well organized action steps grouped into themes.
  Explanation of themes and their origin.
  Well-documented process of plan development.
  Clean, legible page layout.
  At present, information is presented in a very ‘governmental way  
     (not yet public-friendly).
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futureoftoledo.com/teams/
.
INSIGHTS

  Bright, clean color palette.
  Complementary icons to describe unique teams/initiatives
  Clear display of expected outcomes and accomplishments for each team.
  Clear actions to get involved/volunteer.
  Large list of non-clustered teams/initiatives become overwhelming.
  Uneven quality of comments/updates across all teams (some lack info).
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detroitfuturecity.com/initiatives/
.
INSIGHTS

 Sortable list of initiatives.
 Initiatives are clearly tagged with themes.
 Contemporary, bright palette and visual design.
  Must download PDF to read about progress/status of initiative.
  Unclear navigation once you’ve filtered initiatives.

02

C ENCOURAGE LOCAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
AND MINORITY BUSINESS PARTICIPATION

E REDEFINE CORRIDORS AND COMPLETE 
STREETS

A ADDRESS QUALITY OF LIFE CHALLENGES 
THAT AFFECT ALL DETROITERS

C REGENERATE NEIGHBORHOODS THROUGH 
A FUSION OF ART AND INDUSTRY

E RENEW TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOODS

B USE VACANT LAND AS A TOOL FOR 
NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION

B1 Reuse vacant lots to enhance neighborhood 
stability.

1 EXPAND CAPACITY FOR THE LONG TERM: 
BUILDING ON STRENGTHS TO INCREASE 
RANGE

2 INFORMED, INCLUSIVE DECISIONS: 
DEVELOPING AND SHARING KNOWLEDGE 
AND INFORMATION

3 A MOSAIC OF TACTICS FOR A MOSAIC 
OF PEOPLE: DIVERSE PLATFORM OF 
OPPORTUNITIES TO ENGAGE

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES & ACTIONSOVERVIEW

The Detroit Neighborhood Arts (DNA) Project will 
transform five of Detroit’s neighborhood business 
districts into destinations for the arts and creative 
entrepreneurship. The DNA Project will activate and 
revitalize vacant retail storefronts and under-utilized 
properties through the design and execution of at 
least 20 high quality art installations by metro Detroit 
artists, coupled with marketing and engagement 
activities that bring awareness to the role of the arts 
in neighborhood revitalization. 

The DNA Project will launch in two communities next 
year: West Village and Grandmont Rosedale. DNA 
will align its project with the “Making Place in West 
Village” initiative which is focused on placemaking 
activities that could range from landscaping to 
events in community gardens to streetscape 
improvements. In Grandmont Rosedale there are 
opportunities to align with their Summer Youth 
Arts Program as well as efforts to develop space 
for creative entrepreneurship. In 2016, projects on 
Livernois, East Jefferson and Southwest Detroit will be 
developed.

RESOURCES
 · Grant Funding 

 · Detroit Future City Implementation Office

OBJECTIVES

 · Create art with lasting impacts on quality of life

 · Connect to ongoing initiatives in host 
neighborhoods

 · Design neighborhood engagement that 
educates, inspires connectivity to place, and 
meaningfully informs the selection process

 · Create a common vision and understanding of 
the role arts play in revitalization and identity of 
place

DETROIT 
NEIGHBORHOOD ARTS
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nyc.gov
.
INSIGHTS

 Clean, modern visual design.
 Responsive design formats the layout for any device (iPhone, Tablet, Laptop, etc).
 Excellent information architecture and excellent usability; site content is easy to  
     find content and navigate.
  Strategic plans disjointed and hard to find.
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denvergov.org/... programsinitiatives/
.
INSIGHTS

/   Strategic plans are relatively easy to find but their organization   
     emphasize the disconnection between governmental agencies/orgs.
 Contemporary, bright palette and visual design.
  Must download PDF to read about progress/status of initiative.
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Part II 

Visual Design
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Brand implementation

Plan 2020 has an existing, robust visual brand. To remain consistent with what has 

been done in the past, and tap into brand recognition, the elements of that brand will be 

utilized wherever possible. Below are detail of specific brand elements.

Brand mark
The primary Plan 2020 mark can be 

filled with any of the plan 2020 colors on 

the site. The primary mark will remain 

the dark/light blue version

Typography and links
Source Sans Pro will be used as the site-wide typeface. It provides a good blend of 

readability, character and visual hierarchy. Links will display in Plan 2020 light blue.

Large headlines in SSP Light
Sub heads in Source Sans Pro Black
Body copy in Regular at a comfortable reading size. 

Colors
On the website, Plan 2020’s light blue 

will be emphasized because of its light, 

bright, modern feel. The dark blue and 

two grays will be supplement it as the 

base palette. The Plan 2020 committee 

colors will be used to categorize themes 

or as an accent color in the logo.

#00B4E5

#016099

#787878

#D2D2D2

#E53C2E

#B319AB

#00BBB3

#FFC627

#F98D29

#94D500
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Features of visual design

The visual design of this site is directly related to the user’s goals/needs. Legibility, 

simplicity, clean presentation of information, and logical groupings of content, and 

flexibility regarding screen size (responsive design) are priorities within the visual 

design. Below are a few examples of the visual design features.

Clear navigation

Consistent use of light/
dark blue as base colors

Large, readable type

White space to provide 
comfortable reading 
experience, improve scan-
ability of page.

Consistent use of theme 
icons and colors to  
improve recall and  
add color

Clearly labeled  
buttons/actions

Consistent but properly 
formatted layout on 
smaller screens (mobile)
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High fidelity webpage mockups

On the following pages, you can find a series of high fidelity mockups of how the 

finished website will look. You can also interact with a clickable prototype of these 

pages at this URL: http://ganci.co/plan2020demo.

Included page designs:

• Bicentennial Plan - initial view - desktop browser width

• Bicentennial Plan - Theme filter open - desktop browser width

• Bicentennial Plan - Filtered by progress - desktop browser width

• Partner Directory - Initial view - desktop browser width

• Partner Directory - Theme filter open - desktop browser width

• Partner Directory - Filtered by theme - desktop browser width

• Partner Page - desktop browser width

• Bicentennial Plan - Initial view - mobile width

• Partner Directory - Initial view - mobile width

• Partner Page - mobile width
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Bicentennial Plan - Initial View - Desktop
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Bicentennial Plan - Theme filter open - Desktop
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Bicentennial Plan - Filtered by progress - Desktop
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Partner Directory - Initial view - Desktop
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Partner Directory - Theme filter open - Desktop
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Partner Directory - Filtered by theme - Desktop
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Partner Directory - Partner page - Desktop
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Bicentennial Plan - Initial view - Mobile 
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Partner Directory - Initial View - Mobile
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Partner Page - Mobile


